
Older adults often report that during a conversation they can hear what is said, but cannot

understand the meaning, particularly in a noisy environment. These difficulties may arise from

deficits in auditory temporal processing [1]. Recent results using magnetoencephalography

(MEG) [2,3] have shown the feasibility of reconstructing the envelope of speech in noisy

conditions by using low frequency oscillations of the brain in younger adults. Although the

effects of neural speech processing has been investigated in quiet conditions [4], little is

known about how noise impacts cortical speech processing in younger vs. older adults. Here,

we compared the effects of noise on cortical responses in younger and older adults with

normal hearing, hypothesizing that in favorable conditions (SNR 0 dB) differences in

performance between the two age groups will be mainly linked to the fact that younger adults

are better than older adults at suppressing the competing speech signal.
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Behavioral data
The Quick Speech-in-Noise test (QuickSIN) [7] was used to objectively measure the

participant’s sentence recognition in noise. Four lists were used for each participant and

were averaged to produce a final score.

¾ Older adults performed more poorly than younger adults while listening to speech in noise,

despite having a normal audiograms. Results from the QuickSIN showed significant differences

between younger and older adults in sentence recognition in noise.

¾ Older adults were able to neurally reconstruct the target speech and filter out the competing

talker as long as the integration window was long enough to allow them to process the speech.

¾ As the integration window was shortened, the contrast between foreground and background

decreased in older adults, mainly due to the inability to neurally suppress the competing talker.

¾ The contrast remained stable in younger adults up to 150 ms.

¾ The forward model showed that the TRF has two main peaks at ~50 ms and ~100 ms.

¾ The M100TRF of the foreground is significantly different from the background in both age

groups, in agreement with the general notion that attention modulates late activity [10].

¾ The M50TRF of the foreground is not significantly different from the background in both age

groups, in agreement with the general notion that early activity is not modulated by attention

[11].

¾ The M200TRF is significant different between foreground and background only in older adults;

interestingly, the contrast in older adults significantly drops below ~200 ms.

¾ Altogether our findings support the idea that loss of temporal precision in older adults may, at

least in part, account for their difficulties in understanding speech in noise.

Background Results

Materials and Method
Participants

¾ Participants were native speakers of English: 8 young adults (20 – 28 years old, mean ±

SD, 23.8 ± 3.1 years) and 8 older adults (60 - 68 years old, mean ± SD, 63.3 ± 3 years).

¾ All participants had clinically normal hearing (≤ 25 dB HL at 125 – 4 kHz) and no history

of neurological or middle ear disorders.

¾ Participants had normal IQ scores [mean ± SD, 112.5 ± 10.26 for younger adults, and mean

± SD, 123.14 ± 13.8 in older adults on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence [5]].

¾ Older adults were also screened for dementia on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment

(MOCA) [6] [mean ± SD, 25.875 ± 2.23].

Fig. 2 Top Decoding accuracy of the average of the three trials for younger and older adults for foreground (blue),
and background (green) calculated in a 450 ms integration window. Both younger and older adults reconstruct the
foreground significantly better than the background and the noise floor. Bottom Examples of how the integration
windows (350, 250 and 150ms are represented) significantly affects older adults more than younger adults. Each
subplot represents a different integration window used to reconstruct the speech envelope. For all the integration
windows utilized, foreground and background were significantly different from noise floor (p < 0.001). ***p <
0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; N.S. = Non significant (paired t-test)
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¾ Data were denoised using Time-shifted PCA [8].

¾ Denoised data were filtered between 2 – 8 Hz and separated into components via the DSS

algorithm [9].

¾ Only the first 6 DSS components were retained, and then filtered between 1 - 8 Hz.

¾ A linear model [2,3] used these filtered responses to reconstruct the envelope of the

foreground and background. Success in this prediction is measured by the linear correlation

between the predicted and actual speech envelope and of the contrast between foreground and

background. The first measurement will ensure us that the stimulus was properly encoded,

while the latter measurement will give us an indication of how efficient the subject was in

suppressing the background noise.

Graphical representation of the MEG task. Subjects were instructed to attend to either the
male speaker (red) or to the female speaker (green), while trying to ignore the competing
talker. The MEG response was used to reconstruct the envelope of the speech stimulus to
which the participant was instructed to attend.

Fig. 4 Temporal Response Field (TRF) of the younger adults (left panel) and older adults (right panel) for the first
DSS. Solid line represents the TRF of the foreground, while dashed line represents the TRF of the background.
Three major peaks are identified: M50TRF and M100TRF and M200TRF. Note that only M100TRF is significant
different (paired-t test; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01) between foreground and background in both age groups, while
M50TRF does not significantly change in either group. However, the difference at M200TRF is only significant in
older adults (**p < 0.01)

MEG analysis

Fig. 3 Left: Percentage difference between foreground and background at each integration window for younger
(red) and older (black) adults. Right: Foreground (solid line) and background (dashed line) for younger (red) and
older (black) adults at each integration window. In both figures the shadow area represents the region where the
performance of older adults becomes significantly worse with respect to younger adults. Note how the contrast
(foreground vs. background) in younger adults stays stable up to 150 ms, while below 250 ms older adults
experience problems suppressing the competing talker.

Table 1 Significance values (paired t-test) for the contrast between foreground and background when the speech
envelope was reconstructed using single trials. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05; N.S. = Non significant

MEG recordings
¾ The speech presented at 62 dB SPL and low-pass filtered below 4 kHz.

¾ Participants were asked to attend to one of two stories presented diotically while 

ignoring the other one.

¾ One story was spoken by a male and the other by a female. Three trials, each one 

approximately 1 minute in duration were recorded.

¾ Neuromagnetic signals were recorded using a 157-signal whole head MEG system 

(Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Kanazawa, Japan) in a magnetically shielded room, 

with a 1 kHz sampling rate. A 200 Hz low-pass filter and a notch filter at 60 Hz were 

applied online.   

Fig. 1 Audiogram (mean ± 1SE) for younger (red) and older (black) adults. The inset shows the results of the QuickSIN
for each participant in ascending order (the lower the score, the better the understanding of speech in noise). This study has been funded by UMD ADVANCE Program for Inclusive Excellence, National Science Foundation and by and by NIH grant 

R01DC008342
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